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aboriginal harvestABORIGINAL PEOPLESThe term Aboriginal is comprised of the Latin prefix ab
meaning from, and the Latin word originalis meaning origin.Indigenous peoples are any ethnic group
who inhabit a geographic region with which they have the earliest known historical
connection.Revelation 79 After this I beheld, and, lo, a great multitude, which no man could number,
of all nations, and kindreds, and people, and tongues, stood before the throne, and before the Lamb,
clothed with white robes, and palms in their hands; 10 And cried with a loud voice, saying, Salvation
to our God which sitteth upon the throne, and unto the Lamb. 11 And all the angels stood round
about the throne, and about the elders and the four beasts, and fell before the throne on their faces,
and worshipped God, 12 Saying, Amen: Blessing, and glory, and wisdom, and thanksgiving, and
honour, and power, and might, be unto our God for ever and ever. Amen.We would like to talk to you
as a friend and forget the Roman"mind" that has survived all this time. We would like to talk of the
evils and virtues that usually escape this argument.Rome vs the rest of us!We would like to talk
about the nature of RomeAnd for this we will need some time.we will begin to speak of things that
have been hiddenwhen the libraries were burnt and the children were taken from their parents. So
many centuries ago.And finally hidden from much of the modern generation. Though the tactics
have remained largely unchanged. From the tower of babel to rome the history of civilization has
been glorified. And the natives condemned. Please understand, I in no way, am trying to justify any
evils, of any kind, done by anyone. This whole film will be slightly off subject, Starting with ancient
rome, going back to the tower of babel till the present. I'm sorry but it will probably hop subject to
subject. from archeology to roman military tactics, mind sets taken from movies & truth hidden in
myth, In the historical city of confusion, history as told by movies & truth hidden from history. Let
compassion guide our way and patience temper our mind. And we will care for the truth & not be
forced to accept anything wrong. In this Film there will be a few threads from beginning to end. What
it meant to have roman protectionWhat is the evidence for historyAnd what it meant to be barbarian.
Proverbs 28:2For the transgression of a land many are the princes thereof: but by a man of
understanding and knowledge the state thereof shall be prolonged.“If you want to rule the whole
World, does it follow that everyone else welcomes enslavement? To robbery, slaughter, plunder, they
give the lying name, 'freedom'. They make a wilderness and call it peace” Words from a certain
native of Briton Cornelius Tacitus 56-117 said “The more corrupt the state, the more laws”“When
monarchs through their bloodthirsty commanders lay waste a country, they dignify their atrocity by
calling it 'Making Peace'” Columbus when he first saw the island he said it was "very big and very
level and the treesvery green .. . . The whole of it so green that it is a pleasure to gaze upon."And it
was the process that soon happened on this island thatRome has always used. The complete
destruction not just of itspeople. But its animal life plant, bird and fish.And after they were done they
left.The roman view of the world is much of the question of this Film. The Romans said that the Huns
had compact, sturdy limbs and thick necks. They are so hideouslyugly and distorted that they could
be mistaken fortwo-legged beast or for those images crudely hewn fromtree stumps that can be
seen on the parapets of bridges.Although the Huns have the shape---albeit repellent---ofhuman
beings,
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